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Abstract 

 

The main purpose of the project is to enhance the border security electronically with automation the work load and responsibility 

of the soldiers that continuously take a look on border 24x7 is reduce to some extent. This project will share the maximum 

responsibility and will reduce human efforts on the border. Using this idea, we can easily identify the how many strangers or 

terrorists entering the border. The Real heroes of the any country are their soldiers.  
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Border security has become a high-priority issue in many countries. In addition to the physical fences built for stopping illegal 

immigrants, drug dealers, and terrorists from crossing the border, smart fencing has been proposed to extend the eyes and ears of 

the Border Patrol. To use of this wireless sensor networks to create a virtual fence consisting of a large number of heterogeneous 

devices such as cameras, sensors, and mobile stations, providing continuous security monitoring. The same approach could be 

used to secure nuclear power plants, chemical plants, military installations, and other critical infrastructure. 

Using the security approach, sensor nodes are deployed strategically on parts or the entirety of the border depending on potential 

intrusion or common routes to collect sensors’ information through a network of communicating nodes on a controlled radio 

channel. These radio signals are used to connect with the environment components that generate variable events, such as movement. 

Border surveillance is one of the very essential parts of a nation’s security. WSN are used as border, security that propagates 

through the entire environment and stimulates the sensors. Target tracking scheme is also involved in this project. Target tracking 

in the given application mainly deals with locating moving objects and finding the average speed of the moving object and being 

able to track its movements. In the tracking scheme illustrated. The technique used for detection is by catching the signal at the 

Analog to Digital Converter (ADC) pin.  The object is being tracked by IR sensors. The sensors are placed in static position. Using 

the gathered information from the sensor nodes, moving path, average speed and direction of the movement are predicted. The 

proposed scheme can detect objects moving at an average speed of 5Km/Sec. An Infrared Sensor is used to identify whether the 

intruder is a human being or not. 

General objectives of the project are defined as: 

a) To identify intruder through camera and sensors like PIR and IR sensor. 

b) To effectively eliminate the intruder by using gun firing mechanism. 

c) To eliminate the need of being physically present in any location for security of the border.   

The main goal is to obtain the record of the trajectory of the moving object by processing the sensor data. In this system we are 

introducing the web camera. Which is active 24x7 at the border. The web camera will be rotated and the real image will be sent to 

PC screen.  The security higher authorities can use the information data.  Also, the national border is provided with boarder security 

sensors with IR Transmitter & IR receiver. In addition, the system will be demonstrated on PC with assembly to show the 

application.  All the border security mechanism will be developed in assembly. & it will be shown on PC. 
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II. OBJECTIVES 

The main object of this project is to develop a border security system with wireless sensor, web camera and gunfire unit. Also 

minimize casualties and economic losses due to terrorism while ensuring flow of commerce, continuity of business, conserving 

environ in this system we have used Switching circuit. Four photo sensors are placed at four different border check post. The output 

signals of photo sensor are given to switching circuit containing BC547 transistor. The central control units consist of 

microcontroller (PIC/ARM). At the output of controller two relays are connected through Relay driver. LCD is used to display the 

status of each Check post. The output of relays is given to buzzer and gun firing unit respectively. Whenever any intruder (Enemy) 

try to cross the border, photo sensor will sense the signals and give it to transistor.  Relays will get activated and they activate the 

buzzer and firing unit at the same time. In this way the attack will be done on intruder as soon as he try to cross the border at any 

check post and supporting international partnerships for research, development and education. 

III. SCOPE OF THE PROJECT 

 Semi-Automatic System  

The system receives input from IR sensor and PIR sensor for detection of via radiation of heat through human body and motion of 

living thing as human movements. 

Also processes data from the camera sensor with which can get live pictures of intruder. 

As it says semiautomatic, when any intruder’s motion is detected the system will alarm the security person by buzzer and displaying 

live pictures of the intruder and wait for command to starts gun firing unit to eliminate the intruder. 

 Automatic System  

The system receives input from IR sensor and PIR sensor for detection of via radiation of heat through human body and motion of 

living thing as human movements. 

Also processes data from the camera sensor with which can get live pictures of intruder. 

As it says automatic, when any intruder’s motion is detected the system will alarm the security person by buzzer and displaying 

live pictures of the intruder and starts gun firing unit to eliminate the intruder. 

IV. WORKING OF THE MODULE 

 
Fig. 1: Block Diagram of National Border Security System 

In this system the RASPBERRY PI Model B microcontroller, PIR sensor, IR sensor, camera, buzzer and gun firing mechanism 

are used.  

 Raspberry PI Model B Microcontroller  

RASPBERRY PI Model B microcontroller, intended to make the application of interactive objects or environments more 

accessible. The hardware consists of an open-source hardware. The Raspberry pi platform was designed to provide an inexpensive 

and easy way for interaction is a board designed around 32-bit controller. 
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 Sensors 

 PIR Sensor  

Passive infrared sensor is an electronic sensor that measures motions from living thing in its field of view and revert when motion 

detects. They are most often used in PIR-based motion detectors. A PIR motion detector is used to sense movement of people, 

animals, or other objects.  

 IR Sensor  

It consists of two sections- transmitter and receiver. Transmitter is sends continusly the IR signal and receiver receives the reflected 

light from the obstacle. So it is used as the obstacle detector. When receiver receives reflected IR signal, LED glows indicating 

obstacle is detected on its path.  

 Camera Module  

The camera module is use as a web camera and it is placed on the robot. By using this camera the video signal is transmitted to the 

receiver at control room. This camera module will transmit the video coverage of the paths and this path to be taken by the rescue 

team. For this purpose, high range camera module is to be used to get good clarity and good coverage of area 

 Buzzer 

It alert to security person when intruder crosses the border.  

 Stepper Motor 

It rotates 3600 clockwise direction.as the motar rotates camera rotates. 

V. SOFTWARE DESIGN 

 Algorithm 

1) Start 

2) For Automatic operation press key 1. 

3) Getting inputs from PIR & IR Sensors. 

4) If sensors are giving output above threshold level then start firing mechanism and buzzer is on. 

5) For Semi-Automatic operation press key 2. 

6) Getting inputs from PIR & IR Sensors. 

7) If sensors are giving output above threshold level then buzzer is on.  

8) Press key3 to start firing mechanism. 

9) The side which is been attacked is alerted & send images and video streams to the person through SMS service. 

10) Stop.  

VI. CONCLUSION 

Soldier efforts to count the number of terrorists is eliminated. Since this project does the automatic terrorists counting with the help 

of two sensors installed on door frame. Real heroes of the any country are their Soldiers. The project also aims at providing peace 

at the borders and reduces the tensions between the two countries. The Proposed system prevents the entries of intruders or 

antisocial persons, in trying to cross the border without prior permission of military with some bad intension. Hence this system 

will reduce the cause of rioting as well as helps to prevent terrorist activities. So the given proposed system also provides safe and 

calm environment for the residents living near to military base and helps to create mutual harmony between military officers and 

civilians. 
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